THE NINTH WAVE EFFECT
Sacred Perspectives of our Birthing Star Mind, the NINTH WAVE Frequency
& Understanding the Mayan calendar energies at play, Jan 2017 - By Sean
Caulfield
24 January 2017, 4-Men/Eagle = Stability, heightened aspiration and taking new aim, ascend to a larger
perspective. We are at a critical stage in our life's collective evolutionary journey on Earth, since Creation's
Waves of Time have all together arrived at the summit of the Cosmic Pyramid of TIME in Oct 2011, http://
theuniversalfrequency.com/mayan-calendar/the-structure/ it can be said that we are living through the
AFTERMATH or WAKE of the Waves of Time having reached 13-Ahau/Light on all 9 Levels, we are
continually AWAKENING and ascending to higher and higher view points of SACRED awareness of
Self(Soul), this is opening doors to potential enlightenment. At present, in the 10th Day of the 8th
Wave(explained later in the article), its as if their is a disintegration of circumstances untangling our threads
from old immature strands of energy that we were connected to and we can now see no longer serve us
because they were dense and weighing us down. The disintegration we feel and see unfolding in our lives is
inadvertently allowing for the reintegration of new WAVES OF MATURE TIME to emanate a more lighter
higher vibrational situation, this is the NINTH WAVE EFFECT. Well if it is not happening now, it will
happen as we surrender, THEN WE ALLOW THE HIGH VIBRATION OF THE NINTH WAVE
FREQUENCY TO COME THROUGH AND SUPPORT US. Hence, when we hold on and keep our Heart
closed we block the flow of what our destiny is attracted by, BEING THE NINTH “UNIVERSAL” WAVE,
when we surrender the ego, the Ninth Wave will stimulate your surroundings to see the Light that you
shine, we can trust our humility will satisfy the egos want to be seen because the UNIVERSE sees
everything.
As we evolve we are all subject to the changes in energy that via the "Wave movements of Time" understood by the Aztecs to be QUETZALCOATLI, the Feathered Serpent - are allowing us to transcend
the physical and live in tune with our emanating spiritual self. If you have lifted your understanding of
LIFE and chosen to live at the high Universal frequency levels or Waves of Creation you will know this
because you will truly feel the density of the unconscious low vibrational world around you, it may feel like
a burden, but it is actually a gifted opportunity for you to rise higher from. We are waking up to the
understanding that the densities of the lower WAVES OF TIME are an extension of ourselves that needs our
support, we are all here to help raise the vibration with EARTH. You are being honoured because you have
been chosen to consciously hold the Light of Earth's rising self awareness in Divine order with the
multidimensional Universe, thus birthing your and our collective Star Mind, creating Earth as a Portal of
Peace, Love and LIGHT.
We live in a world where seemingly most people have not made the effort to hold the high frequencies that
are arriving from “Within” us, people seemingly are ignorant and do not want to breakthrough the physical
illusion that holds them bound, they may not understand that everything is a mirror of who they are within,
they would rather remain in the lower vibrations and stay unconscious to their Soul's Truth. The density
that some people hold onto, that is of the lower chakras, is not assisting the collective to ascend and birth
our STAR MIND that is of the highest chakras, but Creation has a Divine Plan that is emanating through
the NINTH WAVE from "Within" us. For some on the higher levels it can be metaphorically related to like
this; you are living on an island with family and friends, you can see and feel the climatic changes of an
approaching Tsunami, you tell people but they don't sense it and don't believe you, you try explain that they
need to trust themselves to move to higher ground, they still don't comprehend and stay behind while you
go to higher ground to seek protection, the Tsunami arrives, symbolic of the density of the lower dualistic
WAVES OF TIME, it washes away all those that were ignorant and unconscious, those that opened their
HEART and healed, and trusted themselves to go to the higher ground of the Ninth Wave, grew in the
understanding of the new emanating Divine reality that is guiding us through the MAZE, returning us to the
GARDEN OF EDEN and a Golden Age of Peace.
Everything is about balance, it is lovely to enjoy the moment that the gift of life has to offer, yet more
important not to loose sight and be conscious as best we can of what the future might have in store, this
asks that we understand how the WAVES OF TIME are Evolving our Life to continue. The open HEART of
truth shines the Light, that with Love, transmutes and transcends the limiting self. By consciously being

disciplined enough to stay "Centred in Sacredness" & be true to your Heart you will attract inner PEACE
and a balance for your life, hence Birthing your STAR MIND. "My coping mechanism does not allow me
to avoid or be unconscious to what I need transcend by, I am giving birth consciously to the infinite void
and full memory of my timeless Soul, and I do not allow any interference to pull me off the centre LIGHT
of my TRANSMUTATIONAL Cosmic Axis, housed by the Tree of Life of the emanating Creator Source of
the GREAT MYSTERY "Within" me.” Through Creations Evolutionary SONG-LINES of Universal TIME,
the newly activated and Sacredly mature INTENTION of the "Ninth Wave" of the Universe is birthing our
collective STAR MIND to live in Full Maturity to ITSELF, the LIGHT of this can be seen as transmuting
all the immature shadow aspects of SELF, both collectively and individually. By grasping the wisdom of
the Ancient 9 Level Mayan calendar Pyramid of Universal TIME one can understand why the Ninth Wave
is the Wave of Destiny for humanity that holds the highest frequency of the Universe, teaching us to surf in
sacred balance and bring ourself into right relation with Creation. The Ninth Wave can be understood as the
"ALL SEEING EYE" of Universal Time, that before 28 Oct 2011, the intent of, was harnessed unethically
because it had not yet evolved to full maturity. Although unethical intent is still evolving life immaturely,
one can understand that the grip of unethical ways is dissolving as the Ninth Wave continues and wash over
the consciousness of Creations self aware aspects, this being Humanity, who have been given the
responsibility of holding the "ALL SEEING EYE" in truth to ITSELF.
In understanding the wisdom of the NINTH WAVE we may notice that the 260 day Tzolkin, that is central
to the Mayan calendar, does not fit inside the top 9th Level (being 234 days in size). In Light of this, the
Ninth Wave 18 day time frames - representing alternate LIGHT & DARK phases of growth - can be
understood to be without the “Flaws” of the 8 lower level "Waves of Time". From the moment the Ninth
Wave arrived at the summit of TIME and reached FULL MATURITY in Oct 2011, activating the NINE
Waves of TIME to be completed in Mature TRUTH to Creation's Intent, the continuing landscapes of Time
have changed from being dreamed immaturely and with flaws, to be Dreamed maturely and flawlessly. It is
NOW our choice weather we tune into this or not and birth our STAR MIND. Hence, the Ninth Wave is the
overlying Mature LIGHT emanating from the Cosmic Axis(Tree of Life), TRANSMUTING all our
discords, pulling at all “To Be” in right relation with Creation's prime intention. The gradual processes of
CHANGE - to be in full right relation - will only happen in TIME to come, yet it is important to understand
that the CHANGE has a direction that the Source LIGHT of the Universe is moving and attracting us
towards, the direction being in alignment with the Centre of the Universe, and alignment to the Universal
Source of TRUTH “Within” us all, what does this mean to you and us all? The NINTH WAVE is the
Destiny Wave that Humanity will need to learn to surf, so as to keep a balance with Creation's FLOW and
direction, at times we may fall off our surf boards but we are supported to pick ourselves up and surf in
truth to our HEART and here is where we will heal our SOUL and awaken our Consciousness. The Ninth
Wave will prove to be our greatest teacher, showing us what it means to be Human, that we are Earths
children learning to be ONE with all her Creation. To be, or not to be... is the final answer to the last
question? We are at a shifting Time of change on Earth which is collectively waking us up to understand the
truth of who we are “Within” and from this, we are giving birth to a collective Star Mind of full maturity to
ITSELF, aligning as ONE HEART. We have to trust ourselves to let go of any flawed control, this is what
the Ninth Wave is asking us to do, by surrendering to our truth and aligning our spirit to the Waves of
Creation that emanate from “Within” us and everything. The Waves of Creation can be understood in the
study of the 9 Level Mayan calendar, which I, in this article, share in part, my spiritual understanding of,
and I share my understanding of the Mayan calendar Ancient Waves of Time that can be seen as effecting
our modern world's consciousness today, I also share links to sources of study. Please feel free to share and
disseminate this article, thank you.
We as Creation in Human Form have virtually forgotten that we are connected by our roots that entwine all
Earth's relations together from the beginning of TIME, so as to be in support of each other, emanating as
one Cosmic FOREST from inside billions of Trees, that Shine as the Stars we see in the void of the Infinite
Universe. It can be seen that an immature Mind that has not yet birthed to live in truth to Itself, and has not
birthed its Star Mind, has forgotten and is disconnected from this Divine Understanding of Self “Within”.
Everything you sense is a mirror of who you are “Within”, nothing is separate, all is ONE connected by the
Emanating Song-lines of our Ancient Heart's Time Waves. 2017 is said to be the year of the Empath (An
Empath is tuned into the invisible and feels what is hidden). As the Mayan calendar 10th Day of the 8th
Wave opens its LIGHT from 2nd Oct 2016 for a 360 day period we are integrating new emanating
frequencies of Divine Primordial Intent, and as we go forward in the overlying 9th Waves 60th Universal
Night, being 18 days from 18 Jan to 4th Feb 2017, we are integrating and applying even higher
understandings on a Multidimensional Universal plane that support our continued spiritual evolution to
ONENESS and the Birth of our Star Mind. I would say that for me personally it is a time of being in

stillness with an open heart of surrender, allowing the Divine Song-Lines of Time to weave their sacred
“Tapestry” through me. To the sensitive empath, especially from a spiritual plane, our "LIGHT BODY" can
feel the density of past unethical intent rising to the surface. The immature "residues" of Time stagnate our
world and if they are not circulated by resolve, stop the flow and hold us back from growing and birthing
our Star Mind. Creations plan is to evolve and Sacredly allow you to "Change" yourself so as for you to be
part of New Earth Rising but in order for this to happen we are having to let go to the past so that we can be
lifted and supported by the higher DIVINE Universal LIGHT resonances of TIME, thus aligning our Light
to Unity, Peace and Love. To live in truth it can be understood that we must live from the Heart Centre, if
we as a true Empath forgo this we may feel ill, in order to cope we may try be ignorant but ultimately our
bliss might dissolve us. TIME, being Creation's growth, is living through the biggest SHIFT it has ever had
to advance ITSELF by. The Frequency of Time has accelerated life so fast that it is pulling everything to
live from its "CENTRE" and be true to the Heart and Mind or it may not cope and we as "TIME IN
HUMAN FORM" might topple over, this is the fundamental shift of consciousness that we might "Feel"
vulnerable to, especially if we are not honest with ourselves and have not dealt with our own unresolved
issues, we have reached the summit of the "Pyramid of Universal Time" and the structure is now - through
13 complete resonances, on each of the 9 Levels - in place, so as to oversee all inhabitance on Earth lives in
RIGHT RELATION and in harmony and balance with each other and all creation. We are, with our flaws,
entering a "Future Time" of Flawlessness, everything is transitioning through a Divine Process that is
ultimately in support of itself to continue, yet if not in truth, it transmutes that unethical immature reflection
of itself, hence, to birth our Star Mind we have to be pure of HEART. It can be understood that we are in
2017 no longer growing separately on Earth, we are growing together as "One Mature Emanating Spiritual
Resonance", in other words we can no longer live divided, the chaos we see is the resistance to this
evolutionary TRUTH, that the original seed of each of the 9 Levels has grown creations "Cosmic Tree of
Life" to Fruition by, so as to live true to the Primordial Memory of the Source of the Infinite Universe that
is mirrored in the core of Earth's Global Mind and in our individual Minds, if we are in our Hearts Centre,
we are in tune with this, and Emanating our Solar System, as a pure STAR of harmony PEACE and LOVE.
I honour the Multidimensional SOURCE LIGHT Guidance that assists me to show myself how to
understand the emanating HEART OF TIME that is Birthing our Star Mind to be fully Mature to Itself, this
understanding I share with an open Heart. The "Heart of Time" creates the Sacred "SONG LINES,
emanating as WAVES of spiritual energy that mysteriously gives rise to life. For the most part the Mind of
our Modern Era is very off Centre from the Heart of TIME, however the Minds evolution is shifting and
changing to live from its Centre, this is the most important thing to understand why, and it is the Mayan
calendar 9 levels, that maps the "Heart of Time", that can, from how I see it, in the best way possible,
explain what is going on in the Human consciousness or MIND, giving reason and purpose. You may gain
great insight into the understanding and origin of the Mind by reading the book, THE GLOBAL MIND and
the Rise of Civilization, by author Dr. Carl Johan Calleman – www.calleman.com.
Until we surrender our Mind to it's Truth it does not have our best interest at HEART. The Heart's spiritual
LIGHT and Soul FIRE, obsessed by a PASSIONATE Will to want to grow our LIGHT to maturity, always
supports the Mind to understand the bigger picture by transmuting its dualistic shadows of self doubt. The
Ancient Waves of TIME are evolving the Mind to become maturely true to ITSELF, so as to be a fully
mature collective Star Mind, the chaos we see evident in our world emanates from a Mind that is - for the
most part - immaturely disconnected from living in sacred relation with Earth's inhabitance. In order for a
Mind to live maturely, it needs to see ITSELF by looking "Within", it needs to understand that everything is
a reflection of ITSELF, when our Mind is lazy and forgets to look “Within”, we are caught in the dualistic
shadows of the physical illusion that wants to consume your fragile SOUL LIGHT. The Ancient Waves of
Universal Time SACREDLY emanate from the Void of Great Mystery so as to create everything, to the
MAYA these Wave movements of Creations growth to maturity are personified in the movement of the
"Feathered Serpent", known as QUETZALCOATLI, who is the Creator of their Prophetic Calendar
systems. The MAYA understood the Waves of TIME to be driven by "very real" ethereal fields of COSMIC
Light energetic threads that weave together to Create the Tapestry of LIFE and the Fabric of Time, this is
mirrored in the Universal TREE OF LIFE where nothing is seen as separate, everything emanates from a
Centre Axis connecting all creation as the Diverse ONENESS inside the Whole, it is only the physical
illusion that could trap our dualistic Mind into thinking separately. One can understand the Mind to be
immature if it thinks it is separate from everything, this outlook can be to our detriment to evolving as the
Source Creator originally intended us, which is to be true to the Will of Creation. Through the study of the
sacred 9 Level Mayan calendar Pyramid of Universal Time one can understand why the MAYA were so
obsessed with honouring TIME, Time to the MAYA was everything, TIME to the MAYA existed through
the union of the Heart of the HEAVENS and the Heart of the EARTH, hence the MAYA TIME KEEPERS

did ceremony to honour LIFE, and by this understanding, be LIFE. The MAYA understood Time not only
in the way we know it, as the measure of physical movement, like Earth moving around the Sun, rather
they understood it as the measure of Earth's rotational spin and spiral of "Days" in TIME. TIME to the
Maya was and is a sequential process of life's growth from Seed to mature Fruit that dreams the landscapes
of life into becoming. Each sequence of growth is pulled through 13 Tones that move life to RISE and
spiral to higher and higher levels of an evolving awareness, and each 13 Tone "Time Wave" is held by one
of 20 Aspects to Creation, making up the 260 Day calendar called the Tzolkin, meaning count of Days, this
calendar was central to the Mayan Day Keepers, count of TIME. By truly believing in the understanding of
TIME as a process of growth through "Alchemical Transmutation" one starts to examines the depths of
your ancient evolutionary self, thus dissolving the shadows of doubt that might disconnect your Mind from
your ancient Heart - that's beat pulses the Ancient Waves of Universal TIME to sacred Fruition,
transcending your AWARENESS to evolve higher and higher - hence when your Mind and Heart are
humbly aligned as ONE you connect your Spirit with the Source Light of the Creator of Creation, tuning
your LIGHT into the Divine's Will and PLAN that opens your Heart to CREATE and birth a Star Mind of
LOVE & PEACE. Our collective Earth's spin and spiral, aligns to our collective spinning and spiraling
Galaxy, which in turn aligns to all galaxies Universal SPIN & SPIRAL, and all multidimensional LIGHT
frequency is synchronized through this alignment, through this we are responsible for holding the densest
dimension - to be in truth to ITSELF - and thus it can be understood that we are here to create a balance for
Earth to be the self aware "Portal of Cosmic PEACE" for all of the Universe.
The Evolving resonance of EARTH'S Emanating "Star Language" is through the complex understandings
of the Mayan calendar 9 Level Pyramid of Universal TIME - more than ever - able to show us how to align
to an imminent future of balance in creation and be the ambassadors of self-aware "Multidimensional
Spiritual LIGHT" on our rising NEW EARTH. The understanding of our Star Language emanates from
“Within” us, inside our ancient Centre we might hear a voice that is humble and conditional to creations
truth, resonating in a way that allows you to SEE it for yourself birthing your Star Mind, it is not every
bodies destiny to understand the Mayan calendar Time Frames - which to me is the Cosmic Blue Print that
holds the coding of Time's Memory, that we are growing by - more important it is to walk true to your
Heart. Everything I share is my personal view point that casts a LIGHT for my evolution and how best to
consciously align, for some reason I trust share this, maybe for the purpose that my LIGHT hopes to inspire
others by. Our Star Language shows our Mind the Song-Lines of Life that are creation's threads of evolving
LIGHT that potentially weave our Light into the Multidimensional TIME FRAMES of the Holographic
Universe, we are awakening to our full Star MEMORY that resonates to a conscious understanding of our
role in the sacred play of Creation's Dream together. Before we look at the SONG LINES of Creations
Time for 2017, let's see where we came from in 2016 and how the waves of time may be attracting us to go
forwards. The Mayan calendar continues through 13-Ahau/Light on all 9 levels understood as the “Nine
Waves of Creation”, see the new latest book just released in November 2016 by Dr. Calleman THE NINE
WAVES OF CREATION – www.calleman.com, gives incredible insights and an understanding that the
Universe has a direction it is evolving life towards. With regards to how the Mayan Calendar Waves
continue, the waves of time align to a new beginning and continuation of what they came from, but the only
difference is that they are fully mature to themselves, this may make sense if we think in terms of our bully
button, although our umbilical cord is cut at birth we are ethereally connected to the Womb of our
CREATION, yet, after birth we are Divinely stimulated to evolve to maturity unhindered, but with the
support of our Mother. At the top of the Pyramid of Time we have the Ninth Wave that serves as a fully
mature Light that enables us to understand that we are, from “Within”, the master of our own destiny. I
would say that the underlying tones and aspects to Creation that stimulates the continuation of the SongLines of the Universe can be seen in the continuing 260 Day Tzolkin and 360 Day Tun calendar together
weave, yet what overlays this, now that all levels are complete, is the Ninth Wave. How this all weaves
together now can align to the understanding of the future that the Song-Lines of Time are attracting us by,
in saying all this I also feel that the larger cycles of each of the 9 levels hold relevance, especially with the
understanding that all nine levels went into a night phase, which signifies a time to look “Within” and deal
with all unresolved issues, it is only the 8th and 9th Levels of 360 days and 18 days respectively that's
Wave movement is going in and out of Light and Dark “Time Frames” of growth and on the 7th levels we
only every 19.4 years will do this, in 2031 we will on the 7th Wave go into the 8th Day. What ever happens
I feel that since 2011 all waves of time are pulling all that is out of sync with Creation's truth to align itself
in Right Relation with the emanating Centre of the TREE OF LIFE of the UNIVERSE.
With regards to Time Keeping one can understanding that everything is held by the initial intent, so because
we have completed all Nine Waves one can say that the intent that conceived the beginning of TIME is

coming to the surface now and rising all to live in truth to Itself, Birthing our fully mature Star Mind as
ONE in Diversity and with no separations, this collectively is understood to be NEW EARTH Rising
awareness that is becoming more and more aware of itself, seeing all hidden truths. On the 1st of Jan 2016
the initial intent of the aspect and intention to creation was 5-Keme/Death, creates empowerment (Hawk
carries the message), Keme brings death, transformation and rebirth, this accounted for the fact that last
year was very transformational, many people felt the density effect them. On 1st Jan 2017 it was 7-Eb/
Road, 7 creates a revealing and is held by Butterfly, Eb is known as the vital dew or blood lightning of
heaven that is the conductor of DESTINY, a time of contemplation of consequences and safeguarding of
the future, brings abundance, growth, harvest and the spiral ladder of life. So what this year may well bring
is an opening of the ROAD and reveal more hidden truth's, but with this may come resistances that will
erupt awareness to retaliate. With the understanding of the underlying currents of Time, their are many
different complexities to ponder on, all of these can be seen as the driving forces of the WAVES OF TIME
that emanate from the Cosmic TREE OF LIFE, I would say that our understanding of this is very limited at
present because everything is so new since 2011 when all waves converged fully and we need yet to go
through more of what the future might bring so as to further be conclusive about how the WAVES OF
TIME are actually taking us forward, but most importantly, and besides anything, I would say that in order
to surf the Waves and not fall off our surf boards, so to speak, we need to live in truth to our Heart Centre,
we need to maintain a humble balance with all in our mirror. Now we are starting to realize how important
it is to live in Right Relation.
In terms of the bigger cycles, the underlying currents of the WAVES of Time that we went through for 2016
where a mixture of the ROAD to destiny opening, the shedding of old skin and death of what is not needed.
More than ever we are at a time of transmutation and shedding our old outdated patterns, we are pruning
out dead wood and transforming the immature to become Mature. We are dying to the old and giving birth
to the new pureness of life, we are birthing our Star Mind. Many sensitive people can feel it, EARTH is
going through the biggest evolutionary leap it has ever had to advance itself by, the acceleration of TIME understood in the 9 Level Mayan calendar PYRAMID(www.calleman.com) - has grown the
Multidimensional LIGHT of our SPIRIT to Fruition and at the same time, to return to its Hearts Centre,
here is where we are receiving the full MEMORY coded in our DNA, that is mirrored as a Crystal Seed in
the Cosmic STAR-MIND of our Solar System. This is potentially activating the understanding of our role
as Family of the UNIVERSE, and how we might best be of service in the together mix of Great Mystery's
Creation. Many SOULS who are here to hold our collective ascension feel the raised vibrations of
EARTH'S emanating Divine-Light, we have arrived at a very pure and mature place, this is pulling all to be
in sacred relation with CREATION and at the same time all that is at a discord, to reveal itself. Through this
process we might feel challenged and even confused, but Golden Doors of Light are opening as we honour
our Hearts truth, it is important to be aware of what you might be attracting and deflect it if you feel it does
not serve your truth. An uprising against outdated systems of control are being invoking by the return to the
Heart and a total recall of our SOUL'S Memory. The reference of "Heart" is understood as emanating from
the Cosmic Tree of Life and resonating the Will of the Source Creator of all life, our Mind downloads
information from the Heart of the Cosmic Tree of Life and with this understanding we act out the sacred
play of life on Earth.
We might ask the Creator Source LIGHT within ourselves, "Who am I?" I am, that I am... I am my LIGHT
emanating from the DARKNESS of the Infinite Universe, in service to supporting myself and everything as
the mirror of ITSELF. All the shadows of immature growth serve as opportunities to transcend my LIGHT
past the limited views of the physical dimension. The Divine Evolutionary processes we are going through
are dissolving any grip that is off centre from the primordial Memory of Creation's DIVINE TIME. We are
opening our eyes, hatching Mystery Egg Earth, seeing the crack in the Universe, walking through to a
magical Golden Era of Peace, Love and Understanding, to a future that lives sustainable with nature, a
future of activating the first seeds Divinely ENCODED MEMORY of Creation, that emanates our shining
STAR-LIGHT from "Within" us. Because Creation is evolving our Light through an accelerated spinning
and spiraling motion it is more than ever pulling us to the Hearts Centre of truth, the movement of TIME
from what we knew it, has dissolved, the Nine Waves of Creation - mirrored in the Sacred 9 Level Mayan
Calendar - have completed to fruition, we are entering a New Time Frame at the Dawn of a New Age,
living in the WAKE of the Cosmic Waves that grew TIME to fruition, giving birth to a new fully Mature
WORLD that is emanating new Waves of Flawless Time. Because the 260 day Tzolkin did not fit inside the
9th Level, being 234 days in size, the Ninth Wave can be understood to be without “Flaws” of the 8 lower
levels, from the moment the Ninth Wave reached the summit of Time in Oct 2011 and activated in full
maturity to ITSELF, the landscapes are being Dreamed flawlessly, pure and as ONE HEART. The

Consciousness of EARTH is walking on the bridge "Between two World's", the old world of Control,
Division and War and the new world of LOVE, UNITY and PEACE. The way we exist in TIME has shifted
to the centre, so as to understand how "TO BE" from our Hearts truth, this is why we need to Heal our
SPIRIT. The Cosmic Wave tones and harmonics that built the structure of the PYRAMID OF TIME are
complete to 13-Ahau/Sun, this - is from the Centre Source of Creation - transmuting all the flaws of what
the structure of the past was built by, resolving the karmic imbalances. We feel vulnerable and uncertain
because we have never gone through this process of accelerated growth before, that is very rapidly pulling
us to our Heart's centre, so as to surface with the highest frequencies of LOVE & LIGHT. An immature
Mind can not grasp this because the speed the Mind existed with in the lower Waves of Time's Growth to
maturity, is slower than the highest frequencies of the 9th Wave, hence when we surrender our Mind to our
Heart we are birthing our Star Mind, this Divine Intention that we choose from “Within” activates our
coping mechanism in the stormy sees of life that we are transcending now, inadvertently we align to the
intuitive resonance of Creation Will. This synchronizes us to the Path of the Sun that is raising the vibration
of the consciousness of EARTH, we are rising above the limited view of the duality of the MIND that
unless it looks "Within" is disconnected from its truth, yet it is our Mind that gifts us Self Awareness,
hence, we must maintain a balance by uniting the Mind with Heart's Frequency, that resonates to the
highest Frequency of the UNIVERSE. In order to free the Mind of all its doubt we have to let go of control
and open our Heart, allowing the Will of Creation to flow through us, this is the purest form of LOVE that
understands how to be in selfless service to the Greater Good.
The Universal Creator's "Waves of TIME" have evolved the Cosmic TREE OF LIFE to full Maturity, this is
at the same time emanating a rising NEW EARTH Reality that is activating the original TIMELESS
Memory of the Creator's First Primordial Intentions - that we were Divinely Seeded by - to now in this
modern AGE, fulfill the Divine Plan of shining the Collective Soul LIGHT and Star Mind to be in truth to
ITSELF, transmuting discords and transcending limitations, invoking the TIMELESS
MULTIDIMENSIONAL Diamond HEART of Sacred EARTH'S inner Core and Mind. We are Cosmic
Being's made of the LIGHT of the Universe, we have subconsciously chosen our destiny that has brought
us here to learn and be in service to the purpose of holding the LIGHT of the COSMOS True to the
MEMORY of this dimension, understood to be the most dense in our Universe and thus being the portal
that unites all dimensions as ONE Ethereal Field. As we open our Heart and understand, we may trust
ourselves to surrender to all conflict and create EARTH as the intended PORTAL OF PEACE of the
Universe. Weather we are aware or not, everything in Creation is " the diversity of the ONENESS" making
up the collective Whole, within this an emanating resonance exists as a multidimensional Field, creating
what is needed to further evolve. Their are no exceptions to the fact that nothing is separate from you,
nothing in Creation is separate from anything, it is only the mind that is gripped by the duality of the
physical world that thinks in terms of separation, the minds purpose is thus to discern and distinguish by
downloading information from the Cosmic Axis or Tree of Life that emanates "Divine Waves of Time" known to the Maya as QUETZALCOATLI, the Feathered Serpent - that the Heart's impulses give forward
momentum to, to stay alive in this dimension. Everything happens for a reason and purpose, for a reason
the subconscious attracts something, this we may not understand, but the most important thing is to take
responsibility for what we attract.
The fully Mature Harmonic WAVES of Cosmic Time that emanate from the centre of the Infinite Universe,
the Cosmic Axis(Creator), are washing over the collective consciousness of humanity and clearing away all
distortions, this is opening our eyes to the truth and showing us to a future of LOVE & PEACE, it is Time
to Shine the LIGHT of the ancient Heart, and shine what the Creator originally dreamed us for, birthing our
Star Mind. Creations WAVES of Time, "reflected in the Divine understandings of the Ancient 9 Level
Mayan calendar" have reached fruition and are FULLY MATURE to Creations primordial intentions of
ONENESS, hence the full Maturity of the TIME WAVES that are emanating through 13 intentions and
Ahau/Light on all 9 Levels is drastically effecting the collective consciousness of our NEW EARTH'S
rising awareness, this is bringing the individual and collective unresolved challenges to the surface, to be
cleared, healed and brought into sacred balance, giving forward momentum to our Soul's evolutionary
growth. The Waves of Time are bringing all life on Earth to a new turning point. We are at a point where
EARTH is birthing ANEW, this gradual process might be painful but it is at the same time raising the
vibration of EARTH'S Consciousness and all her inhabitance, so as to surface in Truth from "Within" and
live with the understanding of the Ancient Universal Heart's ONENESS, and feel inner PEACE, LOVE,
FREEDOM and JOY. Creation's WAVES of Time collectively emanate to Shine TRUE to the primordial
intention of the Source Creator's Ancient STAR-LIGHT, this "Intention", that exists "Within" us, holds the
original Memory of the first "Seeds" that were planted by the emanating Mysterious intent of the Creator's

Cosmic TREE OF LIFE, initiating the growth from billions of years ago, and it is this evolutionary growth
- understood in the study of the Time Waves mapped by the sacred Mayan calendar - that as time unfolds is
more and more blocking all unethical action, not allowing anything to grow against Creation's Will. IT IS
VERY IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND THAT THIS IS HAPPENING BECAUSE ALL 9 WAVES OF
CREATION ARE COMPLETE TO THEIR INDIVIDUAL & COLLECTIVE TRUTH since Octiber 2011,
meaning that, according to the 9 Level Mayan calendar, the Time of ignorance, manipulation, war, division,
destruction, and unethical ways is over and will not exist in a future NEW EARTH, this is the way I see it,
however, as I have said, the growth of Time to maturity is "over" according to the completion of the Waves
of Time but at the same time the collective consciousness of humanity was born into the lower incomplete
Waves of Time, so it is our destiny to rise from the most densest of all TIME Waves of all the Time Frames
of our infinite Universe, and we are supported as we trust ourselves to surrender to Creations WILL, their is
no quick fix, "Change" will take time and as we will learn, everything happens in its own Time and in
accordance with creations sacred intentions.
The very high frequency of Creation asks us to look "Within" and see who we are, that we are the reflection
of everything we see, nothing is separate, everything is an extension of who you are "Within", we are all
connected like a spiders web, what we do to the web of Creation we do to ourselves. Creations Humanity
has been living with premature births, the incomplete Waves of Time before 2011 were immature and
blinded us, resonating us to dogmatic unconscious views because we were not yet fully Coded with the
organic MEMORY of the first Seeds, but now the PRIME CODES that transcend all limited views are
being instilled in our individual and collective Memory, the ancient fire of our STAR-MEMORY is
transmuting all discords and we are waking up to our true purpose.
More so than ever, 2017 presents to us the opportunity to rise above the lower based MANIPULATIVE
systems of a separated WORLD VIEW and heal all the trauma. Our belief systems that have been
indoctrinated by the incomplete WAVES of Time are still holding onto us strongly, this is so because as I
have said, many of us were born into this, most of the mature adult global community of humanity was
born into the 7th level, before 1999, yet we are here not for no reason to fulfill the prophecy, that says we
will rise from the ashes that come from the embers of yesterday's fire, that hold the MEMORY of TIMES
GROWTH, we will rise and at the same time dissolve all the limitations that stop us from living as ONE
HEART of Creation. Hence, the underlying currents that drive the Waves of Time, are since October 2011,
all complete through 13 intentions and guiding all to potentially evolve with full Maturity to ITSELF, this
our mind is having a hard time dealing with. Our Mind that lives with the gift of FREE WILL, only has the
potential to live in tune with the currents and Waves that Creation is evolving by, hence we have to
consciously work to not to forget our connection to the Emanating TREE OF LIFE “Within” us and to
consciously tune ourselves into Creations highest of all frequencies. This frequency, in terms of the Mayan
calendar, is understood to be the Ninth Wave Frequency, that shines its Beacon of LIGHT from the Summit
of the pyramid of Universal Time, mirrored "Within" us, this is Birthing our Star Mind. When we walk the
path of the Heart and forgive ourselves we unite the TIME of the past to the TIME of the future, otherwise
the ripple effect of TIME "unresolved" may resonate discords through our World.
Creations Alchemical Light Forces are driven by the ONE giver of measure and movement, this Creates the
emanating Divine Intent that gives momentum to the Cosmic Waves of Time to Manifests the World we see
and are. The Maya understand this to be HUNAB-KU, hence HUNAB-KU is Time and holds everything in
place in Time and can be seen as the Cosmic Tree of Life. HUNAB-KU is the the ONE giver of measure
and movement. Their are many different ways to come to an understanding of TIME. Time is Art, Time is
Life. Time in the physical sense is created by emanating multidimensional Holographic LIGHT
Frequencies that WEAVE together so as to mysteriously give the experience of LIFE, this emanating
resonance moves objects through space, hence, time mysteriously emanates from nothing to become
something, this happens by the Will of Creations spiritual Currents and Waves that are underlying to what
we are at the effect of. The Mind, if it wants to stay on the surface, might feel satisfied enough not to go
deep into the spiritual understandings of Time. People say that it is the planets positions that effect us, but
besides this it is the invisible currents and waves of Creation that give TIME it's motion, that all the infinite
Universe is at the effect of, we can also have a sense of what influences life according to the flow of the
Waves of TIME. We sense and feel because everything we see is mirrored inside us. To the MAYA Day
Keepers of Cosmic Time, the mirror they saw and sensed was understood in the Matrix of their various
calendar's weave together. To the Maya, this weaving creates the fabric of Time and the tapestry of life, and
by understanding the weave together of the Waves of Time one can see what the tapestry of life is being
created "TO BE". As we unite as ONE HUMANITY without separation we weave as Creations, Divinely

Planned for, self aware, Cosmic Tapestry of PEACE & LOVE. The Currents of Creations emanating
WAVES, as we go into 2017, are more than ever pulling all life into sacred relation with each other, this is a
very new resonance that we feel and its growth is fragile, like a Seed that has just been planted, we need to
nurture it, the Seed is trying to take root and sprout through the surface of uncertainty, the doubts come
from the past shadows that we are struggling to let go to. But as we trust ourselves to let go and jump, we
will be held in support of our truth. The Star-Light of our Primordial Heart is honouring us by shining its
most ancient Memory so as for us to UNDERSTAND from "Within". The understanding is that our
MEMORY is being activated by the emanating code of the first Seeds that the Creator planted billions of
years ago. More than ever, I can feel that I am waking up to the Light of the New RISING Sun that
emanates the understanding I trust to surrender to, and so I honour my Ancient MEMORY that is birthing
my Star Mind to live with the responsibility that wants me to share my hearts Ancient TRUTH.
The affirming conclusions for 2017 are that with the acknowledgement of the fact that we are evolving and
at the same time waking up to new understandings of who we are "Within" and what our role as Creation in
Human form is, I understand now that everything is an extension of me, as I judge you I judge myself, as I
forgive you I forgive myself, as I love you I love myself, as I say sorry to you I say sorry to myself, as I
heal my spirit I heal all in the reflection of my mirror, I heal my ancestral linage and my spiritual linage, I
can not heal you as a reflection of me or me as a reflection of you until I clean on and transmute the
Memory that holds our past discords from being released. We are one inter-dimensionally connected woven together LIGHT thread - that creates and has created the tapestry of the infinite Universe, nothing is
separate, the roots of who we are, are of the ancient understandings that we may choose to remember the
MEMORY of. The indigenous peoples of Earth, who we are all genetically connected to, hold the
understandings of our emanating Star-Light that is birthing anew, through us all collectively together. The
understandings of the Hawaiian ancient spiritual medicine of Ho'oponopono, that emanates from the roots
of the Heart of the ancient Soul, hold great wisdom that we may be interested in teaching ourselves, the
understanding of this medicine will bring a balance to your Soul's Karma. All 9 WAVE'S of Creation are
complete to full maturity and are now, since 2011, to be seen as ONE emanating resonance of a continuing
TIME of Transparent Truth that is transmuting all the discords of a flawed immature past. The 9th Wave at
the top of the Pyramid of Creation is the overall driving force that aligns NEW EARTH Rising Star Mind to
the highest Universal Frequency, this NINTH WAVE can be understood as a Star-Light that is emanating
from "Within" us individually and collectively, it is also emanating from "Within" everything on Earth and
our solar system, so as to shine our collective Star for all the Universe to see. One could even go so far as to
say the Ninth Wave is emanating from "Within" everything in the infinite Universe, seen in the STARS.
Because of an underlying current and calendar Wave movement that emanates to drive the Tzolkin to
continue taking Creation forward, it is possible that the Large Tzolkin Rounds also continues - besides the
Ninth Wave that brought our collective consciousness to potentially tune ITSELF into the highest
frequency of the Universe - it is my understanding that in a continuing large Tzolkin (same size as 8th
Level), we are in the 6th Heaven, being the sixth of 13 x 360 day Tun calendar round's making up a large
Tzolkin of 18x260=4680 days = 12.8 years, see graphic link =http://theuniversalfrequency.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/8th___9th_Levels_continuation.jpg The sixth Tun we are in now is
also the 10th Day of the continuing 8th Wave from 2nd Oct 2016 to 26th Sept 2017.
Everything in our Modern-World is rising up from the ashes of the pasts MEMORY, but in order to fully
rise and birth NEW EARTH to be in Truth to ITSELF, we need to transcend the Old-World limited view.
The NEW-WAVES of Time are emerging out of the WAKE of the Old Waves that have held us in
preparation, so as to teach us how to birth our SOULS-Truth, this is happening NOW, the time is here to
surrender the perspective that thinks it needs to control to survive, as we let go to the Mind we unite all as
ONE-HEART of Love and Peace, as you trust the WILL of your inner LIGHT of the Creator, you will
intend the dissolve of all conflict and War “Within” for “Without”, the battle between the Heart and Mind
will be no more, as we enter the Golden Age we as a humanity will celebrate the BREAKTHROUGH to a
sacredly balanced and harmonious future Creation. As we study and understand the WAVES of Time we
can consciously see ourselves birthing collectively, as this happens all shadows of doubt are cleared away,
we free ourselves from the lost immature residue of ourselves.
In terms of the Aztec/Mayan calendar, the 6th Heaven that we are in now until 26th Sept 2017, is held by
the God of Death, represented by the Owl, in this large Tzolkin of 18x260 days, this 360 day also takes us
through a 234 day wave of Kaan/Serpent, brings transmutation and shedding of the old skin, and their are
10 portal 18 day time frames spanning 180 days from 31st Dec 2016. And so we will see how the future of
2017 unfolds, my sense is that we might do our best to hold our LIGHT with a pure Heart and emit this in

assistance to all our relations, big big big transformational shifts are arriving through a transmutation of old
outdated patterns where people will be forced to let go of comforts, we are going through a portal that is
birthing life to be in truth to Creation's primordial intentions, hence we are returning to live according to
natures LAWS, we are returning to the Garden of Eden, we are returning to a time before the pre-wave to
the 6th level, when humanity lived in harmony with nature and lived with a mind that did not Divide the
mirror of “Itself”, but because our consciousness has gone through all 9 levels, we have a higher Universal
Self-Awareness and are at the same time able to consciously understand how to live in harmony and
balance with all Earth's Creatures, we can not be ignorant to the fact that deep “Within” we do understand
our role as care takers of the Garden of Eden. This means that, in terms of the Mayan calendar that works
with a Serpent-Like wave movement of harmonic alchemical tones, felt as intentions of growth from Seed
to mature fruit, through 7 stages of Light and 6 of Dark, held by 13 LORDS OF TIME, all the wave
movements of the growth of the Cosmic Tree of Life are only since the completion of the Mayan calendar 9
Levels, in October 2011, able to process all life through 13 intentions without filters, because all veils of
deception are lifted, all that separates us is dissolving, only because our Light was born into the lower
levels do we continue to be able to conveniently deny the truth that Creation is evolving us by, but in time
to come all unethical practice will dissolve. This is what the understanding and Prophecy of Cosmic Tree of
Life's is saying. In TIME the truth will rise and at the same time the magic will be felt through a New Earth
of Peace and Love. When life takes things personally it does not get to further understand and this stops the
activation of the new seeds growth. As we set intentions for our greater good, we can surrender to
something we don't quite understand, and trust that we have attracted this, and trust to open our Heart and
allow, thus activating the new SEEDS to grow.
First and foremost, everything I share is the way I see it, I am inspired by various sacred and ancient
sources, most importantly this resonates with my understandings that I trust to share. In part, the above
writing has been inspired by the books of author Dr. Carl Johan Calleman, www.calleman.com, for me
a very true angle showing the "Time Frames" of Creations Evolution of the Heart and MIND. Also, I would
like to make it clear, the basic structure of the Mayan calendar with its various Nine Waves etc is something
that I have learned from the research of Dr. Calleman, who shares this in his books and articles. But when it
comes to the interpretations of the meanings of the Nine Waves I have at times brought this into my own
theory and way of looking at this, I do not intend to distort or misrepresent any of the research of Dr.
Calleman and hence, you as the reader and possible student may want to study Mayan TIME for yourself. I
am in gratitude for the very helpful inspiration that came from the late Ian X Llungold's sacred video
presentations to be found at –www.mayanmajix.com. As a student of life I would like to thank all
guidance both from the invisible and physical realms, thank you to all my teachers.
Radio interview with Dr. Calleman about his latest book “The Nine Waves of Creation” -https://
inceptionradionetwork.com/carl-calleman-holographic-world/#
Dr. Calleman's Blog - Why follow the Ninth Wave?
“The simple answer to why you would follow the Ninth Wave is that it is the wave of destiny of humanity.
The Ninth Wave is the highest of the divine creation waves and is the wave that since 2011 brings the
possibility of attaining unity consciousness for humanity. Thus, no other calendar can play the same role of
gauging if you, your thoughts and actions are aligned with this destiny or not. To the extent that humanity
attains the state of consciousness generated by the Ninth Wave it will be able to take a path of return to the
Garden of Eden (or if you like to use another prophecy: the Eagle and Condor will fly together).
To follow the Ninth Wave calendar is then somewhat like looking at your weight on the balance in the
morning. You are not likely to once and for all have ascertained your relationship to the destiny of
humanity. Unity consciousness, and a life consistent with this is something we will fall in and out of and
requires of us a stable intention to attain and maintain this. Similarly to how your weight may tell you to
change your habits of eating and exercising following the Ninth Wave may give you indication as to how to
align yourself with your higher purpose. By following the Ninth Wave you may understand more of how
your life is related to the destiny of humanity and make necessary adjustments. Yet, to many people, who
seem to have found some temporary comfortable balance through resonating with the lower 6th, 7th or 8th
Waves, to monitor their resonance with the Ninth Wave may be disturbing. It may compel them to
participate seriously in the destiny of humanity and...” more at this link -http://calleman.com/

2015/04/28/why-follow-the-ninth-wave/

22nd January 2017 it is 2-Ben/Reed. The 60th Universal Night of the Ninth Wave held by 18 days of 3Manik/Deer, activate, return to nature and awaken our spiritual self, avoid traps and the 4 hooves bring
stability. With all said above, their is still yet much to ponder on regarding the understanding of LIFE &
how the Waves of Time continue and what they might bring, we can only see things in the immediate
future, more, in Time will reveal itself. However, their is a sense that a NEW TIME WAVE is emanating
out of the WAKE of the old Waves of Time, it makes sense that Creation has planned for this to happen so
as to wash away all that is not true and allow for a Time of Flawlessness.
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